
Working closely with the independent Coffee 
roastery to create label sticker Illustration 
design for a new blend of coffee. 

Head Office requested three unique sticker 
illustartions to be used in a training book for 
the bar staff to keep track training sessions 
they have attended with a reward scheme. 
I designed several illustarions before going 
over the final three pieces.

Certified bartender with brewing experience in
Northern Monk, Vocation, Ridgeside and Roosters.
Passionate about the craft beer industry and keen
learner of the process. 
Sole Designer of Tartarus Beer - present
former designer of Ridgeside’s branding 2018 - 2019.

Outstanding rapport with customers and membersOutstanding rapport with customers and members
of staff from other breweries. Digital illustrator.

Working closely with this independent brewery 
since start up to understand their vision.
Giving them a bold new appeal in the market to 
stand out amongst similar products.

Preparing illustrations for new beer collabortions, 
discussing them with the brewery owner and 
making necessary changes.

Marking up and assembling final layouts to Marking up and assembling final layouts to 
prepare labels for print. Developing graphics, 
packinging, layouts for pump clips, merchandise 
designs, product renders, and social media.

Cicerone certified beer server with expert
knowledge on craft beer within the market.
Providing outstanding customer service whilst
catering to the preferences of the clientele.
Maintaining high standards of cleaning and in
house appearance.

Managing small events in the bar with localManaging small events in the bar with local
businesses and networking within the community.
Serving as a positive role model for team members
and ensuring high standards of customer service
and in housekeeping. Regularly keeping up with
targets and exceeding high scores with mystery
shoppers. 
 

Working at MEATLiqour is a fast paced customer 
service role. I have been able to hit a high standard 
of presentation in the cocktails, shakes and 
understanding the components that are used for the 
receipes.

I serve with a great level of customer service on 
and off the bar so that customers feel welcome.
keeping a calm persona at all times even when keeping a calm persona at all times even when 
under pressure.

Specialising in Branding, packaging design,
Typography, Illustrative work, Re-branding Core 
Range. Layouts for Social Media : Banners, Logo 
Graphics, Profile Images.
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